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All of the traits and habits 
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student media leader.
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perfect editor.



“Mistakes are a 
fact of life. It is the 
response to the 
error that counts.”
-Nikki Giovani





























1
Successful editors
don’t live         
in the past.



2
understand the 
value of time 
management.

Successful editors



3
Successful editors
acknowledge 
personal issues, 
both their own 
and those of 
their staff.



4
Successful editors
respect, listen 
to the adviser.



5
Successful editors
verify all 
information.



6
Successful editors
remain strong, 
confident,    
and honest.



7
Successful editors
wouldn’t know 
an excuse if it 
punched them 
in the face.



8
Successful editors
take the blame. 
ALL of it.



9
Successful editors
conduct 
individual 
critiques.



10
Successful editors
have an agenda 
for every day of 
the year.



11
Successful editors
have staff 
deadlines and 
real deadlines.



12
Successful editors
address all 
journalistic 
problems.
No exceptions.



13
Successful editors
avoid 
obsession.



14
Successful editors
interact with 
the school 
administration.



15
Successful editors
brag about 
their people, 
not their 
publication.



16
Successful editors
focus on 
process more 
than product.



17
Successful editors
raise their voice 
when they need 
to, not when 
they want to.



18
Successful editors
make time 
for organized 
immaturity.



19
Successful editors
respect the 
Vegas rule.



20
Successful editors
are proactive 
mediators.



21
Successful editors
perform in      
all classes.



22
Successful editors
leave those 
classes outside 
of the pub lab.



23
Successful editors
earn nothing 
but an A+ in 
publications.



24
Successful editors
only fight the 
battles that 
need fighting.



25
Successful editors
are not 
ashamed of 
their own 
ignorance.



26
Successful editors
aggressively 
combat that 
ignorance.



27
Successful editors
allow haters to 
have their say.



28
Successful editors
investigate 
everything 
haters say.



29
Successful editors
spend every 
class helping 
staff, not 
themselves.



30
Successful editors
are the first      
to know every 
name on staff.



31
Successful editors
fight hypocrisy 
like a superhero. 



32
Successful editors
never get 
senioritis.



33
Successful editors
trust others,          
to a point.



34
Successful editors
don’t wait 
for work. 



35
Successful editors
don’t wait 
for ideas.



36
Successful editors
are the final 
humans to see 
pages before 
distribution.



37
Successful editors
rarely speak 
in absolutes. 



38
Successful editors
understand    
EIC reputation = 
pub reputation.



39
Successful editors
understand 
their effect, 
significance.



40
Successful editors
cherish, embrace 
this opportunity.



“Leadership is the art 
of getting someone 
else to do something 
you want done because 
he wants to do it.”       
-Dwight D. Eisenhower.



Now go be perfect!
http://ihspa.net/ryangunterman
•

THANKS!




